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Overview



First, there was the CCPA…

The CCPA moved through the legislature to 
the governor’s desk within one week.

Alastair Mactaggart

A Real Estate Investor… A Ballot Initiative… A Race Against the Clock. 

California State Capitol 



… and then, there was the CPRA

“I believe that now is the time to move forward and build on the progress we have 
already made. Having seen the attempts to weaken what I see as a fundamental human 
right, I believe it is time to permanently enshrine these rights. I look forward to making 

this case to the people of California, who so often lead the way for our country in 
breaking new ground.” – Alastair Mactaggart

Alastair Mactaggart

A Real Estate Investor… A Ballot Initiative… 2020 Election 



CPRA Key Dates Timeline 

ON OR BEFORE 
DECEMBER 11, 2020

California Secretary of State 
certifies election results

ON OR BEFORE 
DECEMBER 16, 2020

CPRA becomes effective and certain provisions become 
operative -- specifically, funding and establishment of the 

California Privacy Protection Agency 
(the “Agency”) may begin

ON OR AROUND JULY 1, 2021
Agency begins 

rulemaking process 

JANUARY 1, 2022
12-month lookback period begins for 
certain verifiable consumer requests

JULY 1, 2022
Deadline for Agency to adopt 

final CPRA regulations

JANUARY 1, 2023
CPRA becomes fully operative

JULY 1, 2023
Agency can begin 
enforcing CPRA 

regulations



Zooming Out: What’s Coming in 2023

California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA)
• Effective January 1, 2023; enforceable July 1, 2023
• Expands and amends the existing California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)

Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act, Colorado Privacy Act, Connecticut Act 
Concerning Personal Data Privacy & Online Monitoring
• Virginia effective January 1, 2023
• Colorado and Connecticut effective July 1, 2023

Utah Consumer Privacy Act
• Effective December 31, 2023



CA & Other States: Consumer Rights

State Rights of 

access & 

portability

Right of 

correction

Right of 

deletion

“Sale” 

opt-out

Targeted 

ads opt-

out

Profiling w/ 

significant 

effect opt-out

Sensitive 

personal data

Secondary 

use consent

California 

(CPRA)

Yes Yes Yes Broadly 

defined

Yes* Yes (CPRA 

rulemaking)

Opt-out for secondary use of 

sensitive personal info

Virginia Yes Yes Yes Narrowl

y 

defined

Yes Yes Opt-in Opt-in

Colorado Yes Yes Yes Broadly 

defined

Yes Yes Opt-in Opt-in

Connecticut Yes Yes Yes Broadly 

defined

Yes Yes Opt-in Opt-in

Utah Yes No Yes Narrowl

y 

defined

Yes No Opt-out N/A



CA & Other States: Other Requirements

State “Dark 

patterns” 

prohibited

Global 

Privacy 

Control

Collection 

limitation

Risk 

assessment

Employee & 

B2B data 

covered

Private right 

of action

California 

(CPRA)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Limited

(security breach)

Virginia No No Yes Yes No No

Colorado Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Connecticut Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Utah No No No No No No



Core Principles

These laws apply to personal information, including “sensitive information”
• Personal information is anything that can uniquely identify a person or a device (including a cookie ID, IP 

address, etc.)

Employee and B2B data is now covered in California (and not in other states)
New rights and obligations under each law
VA & UT are generally more business-friendly; CA, CO, and CT are more 
consumer-friendly



Overview of Consumer Rights

KNOW/
ACCESS

CORRECT

DELETE

STOP SALE, 
SHARE, & 

TARGETED 
ADS

EQUAL 
SERVICE & 

PRICE

CONSUMER 
RIGHTS

HANDLING 
SENSITIVE 

PI

Special rules attach to sensitive PI: Opt-in in 
CO/VA/UT; limit use in CA; opt-out in UT.

PORTABILITY

Consumers have a right to correct 
inaccurate or incomplete PI 
maintained by the business.

Consumers have the right 
to  opt out of certain 
processing activities (e.g., 
sales, sharing, targeted 
advertising).



Sensitive 
Personal 
Information



New Obligations for Sensitive Personal Information

• Disclose categories of sensitive PI, purposes for which it is collected, and whether it 
is sold or shared

• Do not use sensitive PI for incompatible purposes or collect additional sensitive PI 
without notice

• Right to limit use of sensitive PI to that use which is necessary to perform services or 
provide goods “reasonably expected by an average consumer who requests such 
goods or services,” to perform certain business purposes, or authorized by regulation 
(can be bundled with other opt-outs)

• But, sensitive PI that is collected or processed “without the purpose of inferring 
characteristics about a consumer” is not subject to the opt-out obligation



What s Sensitive Personal Information?

• Social security, driver’s license, state ID, or passport number;
• Consumer’s account log-in, financial account, debit card, or credit 

card numbers;
• Precise geolocation;
• Racial or ethnic origin;
• Religious or philosophical beliefs, or union membership;
• Contents of mail, email, and text messages (unless the business is 

the intended recipient of the message);
• Genetic or biometric information;
• Personal information collected and analyzed concerning a 

consumer’s health; and
• Personal information collected and analyzed concerning a 

consumer’s sex life or sexual orientation.

Sensitive PI typically does not include: 1)  
any information that is publicly available 

or 2) otherwise sensitive information 
collected without inferring 

characteristics about the consumer (if 
you say so in your policy).



Scenario and Discussion

Your client has B2C operations in all 50 US states and processes the following 
sensitive personal information: race, ethnicity, precise geolocation, social 
security number, and driver’s license. Your client already collects opt-in 
consent for precise geolocation but not for the other types of SPI. You’ve 
previously briefed you client on the potential need for a Limit the Use of My 
Sensitive Personal Information link and opt-out process, and miraculously, 
they are on board with this if it’s absolutely necessary. There is not any SPI 
classified as a sell or share of personal information under Do Not Sell or Share 
My Personal Information.



Selling/Sharing



CPRA Adds New Obligations for “Sharing” 
(in Addition to Sales)

CCPA obligations that attached to selling now attach to “sharing” (CPRA) 
(the four other states call these disclosures processing for “targeted 
advertising”) 
• Disclose “sharing” in privacy notices and in 

response to right-to-know requests
• Opt-out for sharing in addition to sales
Intended to close perceived sales loophole 
for targeted advertising



Selling and Sharing: What’s the Difference? 

SHARE
Transferring, or otherwise 
communicating a consumer’s PI by 
the business to a third party for 
cross-context behavioral 
advertising, whether or not for 
monetary or other valuable 
consideration

SELL
Selling, renting, releasing, 
disclosing, disseminating, making 
available, transferring, or otherwise 
communicating orally, in writing, or 
by electronic or other means, a 
consumer's personal information by 
the business to a third party for 
monetary or other valuable 
consideration



Sephora Enforcement Action



Sephora Key Takeaways

The attorney general sees all disclosures that are not 
to service providers as sales, particularly in the 
advertising and analytics space. 

The AG is serious about the Global Privacy Control 
(GPC).

Enforcement is here: “No more excuses.”



Key Issues Post-Sephora and CPRA Regulations

Is every “share” also a “sale”? 
• And if so, what does that mean for your disclosures and opt-outs?
What can a service provider do (and not do)?
What is (and what isn’t) CCBA for which companies can’t be SPs?
How to effectuate opt outs, including: 
• Where does an opt out attach to a person vs. a device?
• How to do opt-outs on mobile apps/intersection with device controls.
Role of CMPs/provider lists
• Second draft of CCPA Draft Regulations removed obligations to list all third parties 

collecting on the business’s site.
How to handle automated opt outs/GPCs



Universal Choice Mechanisms: What Are They?

CCPA Regulations: Businesses must treat “user-enabled global privacy 
controls, such as a browser plug-in or privacy setting, device setting, or other 
mechanism, that communicate or signal the consumer’s choice to opt-out of 
the sale of their personal  information as” a valid opt-out request, provided 
such signal clearly communicates or signals that a consumer intends to opt-
out of the sale of their personal information. 
• GPC is the only recognized mechanism 

CPRA, CO, and CT make the obligation to honor a universal opt-out mechanism 
by which a consumer indicates intent to opt-out of sales, sharing, or targeted 
advertising a statutory mandate. CPRA and CO provide for rulemaking around 
technical specifications for technical opt outs.

CPRA Draft Regulations: Must honor any “opt-out preference signal” that is in 
a commonly used and recognized format, such as an HTTP header field, and 
that is clearly meant to opt-out of sale/sharing.

CO Draft Regs provide much more extensive guidance. 



Universal Opt Outs: Where We Are and 
Where We Are Going

• Required to honor in CA today for “sales.”
• Only “Global Privacy Control” recognized as valid signal today.
• In January 2023, obligation will extend to “sharing” [AND the right to limit the use of 

sensitive personal information?] in CA. Obligation can be enforced in July 2023. Regs 
provide ability to override with consent. 

• In July 2024, requirement to honor signals as an opt-out of targeted advertising 
takes effect in Colorado.

• In January 2025, requirement to honor signals as an opt out of targeted advertising 
takes effect in Connecticut. 

• In the meantime, watch Colorado rulemaking on technical specs.



Scenario and Discussion

Your client operates their business in several states, including CA and VA. Like 
most companies, your client has online integrations on their website and app. 
These online integrations were a mix of third party and service provider 
under the CCPA. The online integrations include vendors who offer services 
related to advertising, including cross-context behavioral advertising, though 
some of the vendors perform other services like analytics as well. Your client 
is looking for advice on what they need to do to update for the CPRA and 
other applicable new laws.



Updates to 
Other Rights



Deletion

CPRA modifies the existing CCPA right to delete
● Some exceptions narrowed

● New requirement to inform third parties of the consumer’s delete 
request



Correction

New right added by CPRA
● Consumers have a right to request that a business correct inaccurate personal 

information.

● “Taking into account the nature of the personal information and the purposes of the 
processing of the personal information.”

● Business must use “commercially reasonable efforts” to correct inaccurate 
information upon request. 

● Same requirements as access and deletion requests for methods of submitting 
requests, verification, and response. 

● Most exceptions that apply to access and deletion also apply to correction. 

● To be further defined by rulemaking (including how to resolve disagreements 
regarding accuracy).



New Obligations 
on Businesses



New Obligations for Notice at Collection

Notice at Collection must disclose:
● The categories of personal information and sensitive personal 

information to be collected, 

● The purposes for which such information is collected or used, 

● Whether such information is sold or shared (and if so, a link to 
the opt-out), and 

● How long such information is retained.

How to provide the Notice at Collection
● Can be a separate notice, or 

● Can be included in the Privacy Policy if you can link directly to 
that content from the point of data collection.

Sample Privacy Policy Language:

Notice at Collection. At or 

before the time of collection, 

you have a right to receive 

notice of our practices, 

including the categories of 

personal information and 

sensitive personal information 

to be collected, the purposes

for which such information is 

collected or used, whether such 

information is sold or shared, 

and how long such information 

is retained. You can find those 

details in this statement by 

clicking on the above links.



(Even More) Updates to Privacy Policies

● Add “sensitive personal information” categories
○ Plus purposes for those categories and whether “sold” or “shared”

● Add descriptions of new rights
○ Right to correct inaccurate personal information
○ Right to opt out of “sharing” in addition to “sales” 
○ Right to limit use and disclosure of sensitive personal information
○ Right to opt out of profiling and automated decision-making (?)

● Update methods of exercising rights 
○ Include Global Privacy Control / opt out preference signal (if haven’t already). 
○ Be clear about which opt-out preference signals will (and will not) be recognized. 

■ Distinguish from DNT signals.
● Add language regarding data retention

○ Unless addressed in a separate “Notice at Collection”
● Consider structure and layout so can point directly to “Notice at Collection” content



Financial Incentive Requirements

• CCPA imposes specific obligations on “financial 
incentive” programs (mostly through implementing 
regulations). 

• CPRA clarifies obligations, including by making clear 
that non-discrimination provisions do not prohibit a  
business from offering loyalty, rewards, premium 
features, discounts, or club card programs (see similar 
themes in other laws).

• Generally, companies are allowed to offer a different 
price, rate, level, or quality of goods  or services if price 
difference is reasonably related to the value of the 
personal information collected, used, or disclosed.



Financial Incentive Notice Requirements

Notice at Collection must disclose:
• A succinct summary of the financial incentive or price or service difference offered;

• A description of the material terms of the financial incentive or price or service difference, 

including the categories of personal information that are implicated by the financial incentive or 

price or service difference and the value of the consumer’s data;

• How the consumer can opt in to the financial incentive or price or service difference;

• A statement of the consumer’s right to withdraw from the financial incentive at any time and 

how the consumer may exercise that right; and

• An explanation of how the financial incentive or price or service difference is reasonably related 

to the value of the consumer’s data, including:

○ A good-faith estimate of the value of the consumer’s data that forms the basis for offering the 

financial incentive or price or service difference; and

○ A description of the method(s) the business used to calculate the value of the consumer’s 

data.



Avoiding “Dark Patterns”

● Consent obtained through use of a “dark pattern” is not valid.
● Defined as “a user interface designed or manipulated with the 

substantial effect of subverting or impairing user autonomy, 
decision making, or choice, as further defined by regulation.”

● Is this broader than, for example, FTC Act Section 5 “unfair” or 
“deceptive”?

● Does the prohibition apply only where “consent” is required (e.g., 
where a consumer has exercised an opt-out choice and 
subsequently opts back in) or more broadly?



Minimizing Collection and Retention of 
Personal Information

Collection minimization / purpose limitation
○ “A business shall not collect additional categories of personal information or use personal 

information collected for additional purposes that are incompatible with the disclosed 
purpose…”

○ Draft regulations provide that a business’s collection, use, retention, and/or sharing of a 
consumer’s personal information must be reasonably necessary and proportionate to 
achieve the purpose(s) for which the personal information was collected or processed or 
another disclosed purpose that is compatible with the context in which the personal 
information was collected and set forth a wide variety of factors for businesses to consider 
in this regard. 

Retention minimization
○ “[A] business shall not retain ... personal information ... for longer than is reasonably 

necessary for [each] disclosed purpose.”



Securing Data

● Prior to CPRA, CCPA had an implicit data security obligation 
○ Private right of action where a breach resulted from “the business’s violation of the duty to 

implement and maintain reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the 
nature of the information…” 

● CPRA adds explicit data security requirement
○ Must “implement reasonable security procedures and practices appropriate to the nature 

of the personal information to protect the personal information from unauthorized or 
illegal access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure in accordance with Section 
1798.81.5.”

○ 1798.81.5 is an existing CA data security law, but with a narrower definition of personal 
information

● Annual cybersecurity audit requirement where processing presents a 
“significant” risk to consumer’s privacy or security



Conducting Impact Assessments

Periodic Risk Assessments
● Processing activities that present a “significant risk” to consumers’ privacy or 

security will require period risk assessments

● CPPA will have ability to conduct an audit to investigate whether the collection or 
processing presents significant risk

● Data Protection Assessment Checklist:
○ Benefits of processing
○ Risks to consumer
○ Safeguards
○ Whether data can be de-identified or anonymized
○ Reasonable expectation of consumer related to the processing
○ Relationship of company processing the data to consumer



New Obligations 
When Working 
with Others



Who’s Who Under the CPRA

Service Provider
A person that processes 

PI on behalf of a 
business and which 

receives PI from or on 
behalf of a business for 

a “business purpose” 
pursuant to a written 
contract that makes 

specific commitments.

Contractor
A person to whom the 

business makes 
available a consumer’s 

PI for a “business 
purpose” pursuant to a 

written contract that 
makes specific 
commitments.

Third Party
A person who is NOT (1) 

the business with 
whom the consumer 
intentionally interacts 

and collects PI from the 
consumer as part of this 
interaction,  (2) a service 

provider, or (3) a 
contractor.



Service Provider & Contractor Agreements - Restrictions

Contracts Must Prohibit the Service Provider or Contractor From:
• Selling or sharing the PI 
• Retaining, using or disclosing PI for any purpose other than for business purposes 

specified in the contract (and the “limited and specified” business purpose must be set 
forth in the contract)

• Retaining, using, or disclosing PI for any commercial purpose other than the business 
purpose specified in the contract

• Retaining, using, or disclosing PI outside of the direct business relationship between the 
service provider and the business — for example, by combining or updating personal 
information received pursuant to the the contract with personal information received from 
other sources or its own interactions with the consumer

Also note: service providers and contractors cannot engage in cross-context behavioral advertising



Service Provider & Contractor Agreements - Obligations

Audit Rights

A business must have the right to 
take “reasonable and appropriate 
steps” to ensure that the service 
provider or contractor uses the 
personal information consistent 
with the business’s obligations, 
including “ongoing manual 
reviews and automated scans” 
and regular internal or third-
party assessments, audits, or 
other technical or operational 
testing at least once every year.

Comply with Law/Assist with 
Consumer Requests

Service providers and 
contractors must comply with 

law, may be required to 
cooperate with businesses in 

responding to verifiable 
consumer requests and to 

protect personal information, 
and notify the business if they 
cannot meet their obligations. 
Also must enable business to 

comply with consumer 
requests.

Subprocessors

If the service provider or 
contractor engages another 

person to assist it in processing 
PI for the business, it must flow 

down the same contractual 
commitments via a binding 

written agreement 



But What Are Business Purposes?

“Operational” and Other “Notified Purposes,” Including:
• Auditing related to counting ad impressions to unique visitors, verifying positioning and quality of ad 

impressions, and auditing compliance
• Helping to ensure security and integrity to the extent the use of the consumer’s personal information is 

reasonably necessary and proportionate for these purposes
• Debugging 
• Short-term, transient use, including, but not limited to, non-personalized advertising
• Performing services on behalf of the business, including maintaining or servicing accounts, providing 

customer service, processing or fulfilling orders and transactions, verifying customer information, processing 
payments, providing financing, providing analytic services, providing storage, or providing similar services on 
behalf of the business

• Providing advertising and marketing services, except for cross-context behavioral advertising
• Internal research for technological development and demonstration
• Undertaking activities to verify or maintain the quality or safety of a service or device that is owned, 

manufactured, manufactured for, or controlled by the business, and to improve, upgrade, or enhance the 
service or device that is owned, manufactured, manufactured for, or controlled by the business



Due Diligence, Oversight, and Remediation

CPRA Demands Due Diligence and Oversight for Service Providers and 
Contractors:
• Whether a business conducts due diligence of its service providers and contractors factors into whether the 

business has reason to believe that a service provider or contractor is using personal information in violation 
of the law. 

○ For example, depending on the circumstances, a business that never enforces the terms of the contract 
nor exercises its rights to audit or test the service provider’s or contractor’s systems might not be able to 
rely on the defense that it did not have reason to believe that the service provider or contractor intends 
to use the personal information in violation of the law

• Contract must grant the business the right, upon notice, to take reasonable and appropriate steps to stop and 
remediate the service provider or contractor’s unauthorized use of personal information. 

○ For example, the business may require the service provider or contractor to provide documentation 
verifying that they no longer retain or use the personal information of consumers who have submitted to 
the business a valid request to delete.



Third Parties

Contract with Third Party Must:
● Identify the “limited and specified” purposes for which PI is made available, not in generic terms
● Specify that the personal information is made available only for the “limited and specified purposes” 

set forth in the contract and the third party may use only for those purposes
● Require the third party to comply with applicable obligations under the CPRA, and may require the 

third party to comply with a forwarded opt-out request or to protect the data
● Grant the business rights to take reasonable and appropriate steps to ensure the third party uses the 

PI in a manner that is consistent with the business’s obligations under the CPRA
● Require the third party to notify the business if it can no longer meet its obligations under the CPRA
● Grant the business the right to take reasonable and appropriate steps to stop and remediate 

unauthorized use of PI



Employee & 
Business 
Contact Data in 
Scope



Employee and B2B Data

CCPA Will Cover Employee and Business Contact Data
CCPA originally deferred extending rights of California 
consumers to California business contacts and employees (including 
job applicants and contractors)

Lobbying to extend that deferral beyond Jan. 2023 has failed

All obligations/rights that attach to consumers in CA are 
extended to employees and business contacts, e.g.:

• Rights to access, delete, correct, etc.
• Service provider contracts
• Privacy notices

However, there are likely to be significant differences in practical 
application

What It Means: You 
must extend your 
privacy program to 
employee and B2B, at 
least in California. 



Obligations vis-à-vis Employees

● Rights to access, delete, correct, etc.
○ Requests and responses will need to align with HR systems and processes.
○ Which exceptions might apply (or apply differently) in an employment context?

● Service provider contracts
○ Evaluate which providers are actually “service providers” vs. separate businesses.
○ For those that are service providers, be sure necessary contract language is in place.
○ For those that are not, could the transfer of employee data be a “sale”?

● Privacy notices
○ Apply just to CA (and EU) employees, or to all employees?
○ Present on internal site, employee handbook, onboarding for employees and 

contractors, as part of application process, etc.



What’s Next



Rulemaking

CPRA Shifted Rulemaking Authority from the Attorney General to the 
California Privacy Protection Agency 

Rulemaking authority is both specific and open-ended
● Directed to engage in rulemaking on certain enumerated topics, 
● But also broad authority to adopt rules “to further the purposes of this title”



Rulemaking

Rules / Amendments Designed to Provide Greater Clarity on…
• Opt-out preference signals
• Circumstances under which service providers/contractors may combine personal 

information
• Vendors who provide digital advertising services can be service providers in non-

cross-context behavioral advertising services 
• Removed broadened requirements around collecting consent for data uses that 

were not included in the original purpose description
• Removed requirement to list names of third parties in Notices at Collection
• Removed deletion requirement for third parties receiving notice of consumer request



Rulemaking

Directed to Create Entirely New Rules Concerning.
• Automated decision-making/profiling (whether or not it produces legal or similarly 

significant effects?)
• Risk assessments and cybersecurity audits to be required for processing that 

“presents significant risk to consumers’ privacy or security”
• Correction requests (exceptions, resolving disagreements re accuracy)
• Recordkeeping requirements
• Defining what “intentionally interacts” means
• Employee and B2B data
• And more



Industry Developments

Industry Positions Continuing to Evolve. Things to Watch for Include:

• Selling/Sharing: 
○ Can you share without selling? What position will “no sale” companies take?
○ IAB MSPA — a way to transmit signals 

• Shifting positions from service provider to third party
○ E.g., “custom audience” terms offered by social media companies and others

• Decisions on uses of sensitive PI (e.g., add the opt-out or stop the practice?)


